Neural basis of egalitarian behavior
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Individuals are willing to sacrifice their own resources to promote equality in groups. These costly choices promote equality and are associated with behavior that supports cooperation in humans, but little is known about the brain processes involved. We use functional MRI to study egalitarian preferences based on behavior observed in the “random income game.” In this game, subjects decide whether to pay a cost to alter group members’ randomly allocated incomes. We specifically examine whether egalitarian behavior is associated with neural activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and the insular cortex, two regions that have been shown to be related to social preferences. Consistent with previous studies, we find significant activation in both regions; however, only the insular cortex activations are significantly associated with measures of revealed egalitarian preferences elicited outside the scanner. These results are consistent with the notion that brain mechanisms involved in experiencing the emotional states of others underlie egalitarian behavior in humans.

A n intriguing aspect of human behavior that has long puzzled scholars (1) is that individuals are willing to sacrifice their own resources to promote equality in groups. For example, when dividing resources between oneself and others, people make fair divisions, at a cost to themselves, when the interaction is anonymous and the opportunity for reciprocity does not exist (2). Individuals reject unequal divisions offered by others, even if rejection means neither party receives anything (3); they reject payment for a task after having observed another receiving a higher payment for the same task, even when they had accepted the lower payment before observing others’ payoffs (4); and they voluntarily pay a personal cost to increase the resources of the poorest members of their groups and decrease the resources of the richest members, even when no reputational benefits or reciprocity can be expected (5).

Recent neuroscience studies using functional MRI (fMRI) have begun to identify the neural mechanisms underlying other-oriented behavior. For example, reward-related mechanisms play an important role when individuals engage in costly punishment of people who choose not to contribute to a mutual effort (6), during both mandatory and volitional giving to others (7), and when contemplating more equal divisions of resources (8). However, the focus of these experiments has been on dyadic instead of group interactions. Moreover, although these studies identify brain areas active during valuation, they do not identify which activations can be used to predict which individuals will actually engage in egalitarian behavior outside of a scanner.

To better understand what neural mechanisms might underlie egalitarian behavior in groups, we use a procedure called the “random-income” game. In this game, participants in a group are arbitrarily assigned a level of income and the group is assigned to one of three specific levels of income distribution by a computer (see SI Methods). Past analyses of the random-income game have shown that participants are willing to pay to take from the rich and to give to the poor, even in circumstances where the participants have no control of their initial income level and the group’s initial income distribution. This willingness to pay is driven in part by emotional responses to unequal outcomes (5). Importantly, those with the greatest sensitivity to inequality in the random-income game are also those most likely to engage in costly punishment of noncontributors in a separate public-goods game (9), a behavior that has been shown to promote cooperation in humans (10).

We conducted an fMRI experiment on 20 subjects (10 male, 10 female) to identify brain regions involved in different stages of a random-income game paradigm (Fig. 1). In this experiment, each scanned subject was placed in a group with three subjects outside the scanner in each round, and all subjects made decisions in 20 rounds, giving each scanner subject 60 opportunities to decide whether to send positive or negative tokens to group members of different incomes. Consistent with other studies conducted outside the scanner (5), the behavioral results show that participants were increasingly willing to pay to take money from those with the highest incomes and to give money to those with the lowest (Fig. 1).

Results

Based on results of other studies involving social inequality (11, 12), we focused on activations within the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), which includes the medial orbitofrontal cortex (13). Consistent with this earlier work (8), we find that activation in this area is associated with decision-making in the random-income game. However, we did not find a significant relationship between activation and measures of expressed and revealed egalitarian preferences elicited outside the scanner (Fig. 2).

In addition to the vmPFC, we focused on the insular cortex as a region of interest (ROI) because it has been shown to be an important neural substrate in a diverse set of experiments that involve the relationship between the individual and others. For example, unfair treatment by others in the ultimatum game appears to trigger insular activity (3), with higher activations corresponding to more frequent rejection of the unfair offers (12). Inequality aversion within different contextual situations has also been associated with activation in the insula in other ultimatum-game scenarios (14). Others have reported that individuals with personality disorders exhibit dysfunction in the insula that is associated with impaired trust and social cooperation (15). These and other results suggest that the insular cortex in general is critical for the perception of internal states (16), and that the anterior insula is particularly important for awareness of our own feelings as they relate to others (17), which may be especially relevant for empathy in decision-making situations (18). Insula activation has also been linked to volitional prosocial behavior induced by em...
pathy toward other’s emotional or physical pain (19). Thus, we expected that this brain region would be a likely candidate for involvement in egalitarian behaviors.

Our neuroimaging results support the role of the insular cortex in egalitarian behavior. Specifically, we identified a region within the transition area of lateral inferior frontal gyrus and anterior insula (Fig. 2), where activations correlated significantly with changes in group equality when resulting incomes were shown at the end of each trial. These activations were also significantly associated with two additional measures of egalitarianism. First, the activations correlated with a widely used index of self-reported egalitarianism (Huber regression, $P = 0.009$) (Fig. 2, Top, Center). Second, the activations were significantly associated with egalitarian behavior measured by a series of dictator games (SI Methods) played after the scan session (Huber regression, $P = 0.05$) (Fig. 2, Top, Right).

**Discussion**

To summarize, this experiment shows that some parts of the brain are more active during egalitarian outcomes, and these activations are correlated with egalitarian behavior inside the scanner. However, a more crucial result is that the activations are also correlated with behavior outside the scanner, including self-reported preferences for egalitarian outcomes and game behavior that reveals how willing subjects are to use their own resources to obtain egalitarian outcomes within their groups. Taken together, the evidence suggests that the anterior insular cortex plays a critical role in egalitarian behavior in humans. This conclusion is consistent with a broader view of the insular cortex as a neural substrate (17) that processes the relationship of the individual with respect to his or her environment (19). The predominately left-lateralized activation may point toward the possibility of a positive valence or energy-preserving mode (17) related processing during egalitarian behavior (i.e., individuals may see the group as a greater good that is worth preserving). The fact that the insula is directly involved in physiological, food, and pain-related processing supports the general notion that prosocial behavior, which is important for survival of both the individual and the group/species, is implemented on a fundamental physiological level similar to breathing, heartbeat, hunger, and pain.

Adam Smith (1) contended that moral sentiments like egalitarianism derived from a “fellow-feeling” that would increase with our level of sympathy for others, predicting not merely aversion to inequity, but also our propensity to engage in egalitarian behaviors. The evidence here supports such an interpretation. Although individuals may experience internal rewards when punishing antisocial behavior (6) and may have preferences for social equality (8), our results suggest that it is the brain mechanisms involved in experiencing the emotional and social states of self and others (17–21) that appear to be driving egalitarian behaviors.

Our results have important implications for theories of the evolution of prosocial behavior that suggest culturally transmitted “leveling mechanisms”—for example, food sharing and monogamy—
stifle within-group competition and create circumstances in which intergroup antagonism generates selective pressure for altruistic behaviors (22). A concern for equality may have originally evolved because it fostered the conditions necessary for early human groups to maintain a high level of cooperation (23). Future research should focus on the interconnectivity of regions of the brain involved in egalitarianism and altruism to better understand how these two behaviors may have coevolved.

**Methods**

**Stimulus/Task.** To measure egalitarian behavior we use the random-income game (5). In this game, subjects are divided into groups of four anonymous members each. Each player receives a sum of monetary units (MUs) randomly assigned by a computer and each MU equals US $0.05. To maximize differences in initial group inequality we created three kinds of groups: a purely equal group (MUs for each group member = 20, 20, 20, and 20), a low-inequality group (MUs = 11, 17, 23, and 29), and a high-inequality group (MUs = 2, 14, 26, 38). Subjects are shown the payoffs of other group members for that
round and are then provided an opportunity to give up to 10 “negative tokens” or “positive tokens” to other players. Each negative token costs 1 MU and decreases the payoff of a targeted individual by 3 MUs; positive tokens also cost 1 MU, but increase the targeted individual’s payoff by 3 MUs. Groups are randomized after each round to prevent reputation from influencing decisions; interactions between players are strictly anonymous and subjects know this. Furthermore, by allowing participants more than one behavioral alternative, the experiment eliminates possible demand effects (24).

Subjects also completed a self-report survey that included a battery of items, including a standard set of questions that measure egalitarian preferences. At the conclusion of the study, subjects completed five rounds of the modified dictator game (25).

Subjects. All subjects were undergraduate social science majors at the University of California at San Diego and provided informed consent. Based on a pilot study, we chose individuals who bought more positive or negative tokens in relatively unequal conditions of the random-income game to complete an fMRI screening questionnaire. As a result, the subjects selected tend to be more egalitarian than those in the overall pilot sample. Although this selection process potentially makes the sample less representative overall, it increases the number of observations of egalitarian behavior and therefore improves the power of statistical tests. Subjects who were deemed eligible based on the screening questionnaire were invited to participate in the neuroimaging phase of the experiment. The final fMRI sample consisted of 10 males and 10 females that were all very similar in age.

Image Acquisition. fMRI data were collected at the University of California at San Diego on a 3 T GE CKX4 Magnet with an eight-channel brain array coil to axially acquire T2*-weighted echo-planar images (EPI) (field-of-view 230 mm, 64 × 64 matrix; 30 2.6-mm thick slices; 1.4 mm gap; TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 32 ms, flip angle = 90°). The basic structural and functional image processing were conducted with the Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (AFNI) software package (26). All EPI images were aligned to the high-resolution anatomical images and resampled to a voxel size of 4 × 4 × 4 mm (from the original 3.7 × 3.7 × 4 mm). Data were temporally smoothed, spatially blurred with a 6-mm FWHM spatial filter, and normalized to Talairach space (via AFNI’s auto Talairach program, followed by visual inspection of each structural image).

Data Analysis. A regression model was constructed for a contrast against the hypothesized voxel activations, based on the convolution, using a level-dependent hemodynamic response function with 4- to 6-s peaks (Fig. 1). The model is composed of six time-varying convolved regressors with heights that vary based on certain aspects of the trial (Fig. 1). The parameters of the model were varied by round based on the different characteristics of each respective trial of the random-income game. The coefficient for each regressor was established using a standard general linear model.

The regression model consists of three parts that are designed to measure activation across the course of the trial: Introduction phase regressors. An “own income” regressor was computed as the initial income assigned to the subject by the computer, and a “group inequality” regressor was calculated as the initial SD of all four incomes in the group. Decision phase regressors. A “target richness” regressor was defined as the target’s income minus the group average income for the trial. Negative values for this regressor (where the target was poorer than average) were assigned a 0. Similarly a “target poorness” variable was defined as the group average income for the trial minus the target’s income. Negative values (where the target was richer than average) were assigned a 0. These two regressors index the degree to which, during decision-making, the target is either doing better or worse than the group as a whole. Outcome phase regressors. These regressors were used to indicate the change in individual and group incomes during the trial resulting from token purchases by all four group members. An “own income change” regressor measured the subject’s final income minus his or her initial income, and a “group equality change” regressor measured the final SD of group incomes minus the initial SD. A statistical model was used to relate changes in EPI intensity to differences in task characteristics (27). All slices of the EPI scans were temporarily aligned following registration to ensure that different relationships with the regressors were not a result of the acquisition of different slices at different times during the repetition interval. EPIs were coregistered using a 3D-coregistration algorithm (28) that has been developed to minimize the amount of image translation and rotation relative to all other images. Six motion parameters were obtained for each subject. Three motion regressors (roll, pitch, and yaw), a linear trend, and constant were included in the model. Based on the fit to the regressors of interest, percent signal changes were calculated on the spatial blurred (6-mm Gaussian blur) normalized brains. Specifically, we used six convolved regressors, two for each phase of the task (Fig. 1). A threshold adjustment method based on Monte-Carlo simulations was applied to prevent identification of false-positive areas of activation (29). Based on these simulations, it was determined that a voxel-wise a priori probability of 0.01 (τ = 2.552) would result in a corrected cluster-wise activation probability of 0.01 (one-sided) if a minimum volume 320 μL and a connectivity radius of 4.0 mm were to be considered.

Following the individual analysis, we determined how differences in behavior across subjects were related to brain activation differences that are individually characteristic of one of the six regressors. Specifically, we considered the behavior during the 20 rounds × 3 group members (60 total) possible decisions and computed two measures of egalitarian behavior: (i) a “take from rich” measure equal to the Pearson correlation between “target richness” and the amount of the change in the target income resulting from the subject’s purchases of positive and negative tokens; (ii) a “give to poor” measure equal to the Pearson correlation between “target poorness” and the amount of the change in the target income resulting from the subject’s purchases of positive and negative tokens. To identify ROIs, these measures were used in a multiple regression analysis with the behavior as the independent measures and the first level analysis as the dependent measure. These results were analyzed in R (30) for group effects and correlations. Using the “take from rich” measure, we identified four ROIs using “parametrically constrained functional regions of interest” (31). For the insular cortex we constructed a probability mask. The probability mask was modeled after a well-documented atlas of various neurological structures. Briefly, to extract a mask for the insular cortex, we used Individual Brain Atlases using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (32), a toolbox for segmenting structural MR images. All programs in this toolbox are developed in MATLAB (33), based on a widely used neuroimaging software package, SPM (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, United Kingdom). This package uses the nonlinear registration and gray matter segmentation processes performed through SPMs subroutines. The group insula mask was obtained by averaging across the individual insular masks and requiring that for the common insula mask each voxel had to cover the insula gray matter in at least 50% of all subjects.

Second-Level Analysis. All second-level analyses were conducted using the statistical programming language R (30) and with SPSS software, version 10. Specifically, a mixed-model analysis was conducted with the R procedure lme, which is part of the nlme library. The fixed effects were decision type, the random effects were subjects. Moreover, we conducted voxel-wise multiple linear regression analyses with performance during the task as independent measures, and the percent signal change during the different decision-making phases as the dependent measure using the lm procedure in R. Finally, we conducted a between-subjects analysis of activation in the identified ROIs (as measured by coefficients on the regressors) and measures of self-reported and behavioral egalitarianism outside the scanner using the rlm procedure in R.
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